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“OK.” charlie nodded and said with emotion: “Although it is temporarily safe
during the day, it seems that there is not much time…”

After that, charlie asked again, “This gang, besides doing these wicked things,
what business does it do?”

Claudia said: “In addition to these, they also run several bars, hotels, and many
places with edge-wiping services. In addition, they also have several underground
casinos.”

charlie nodded and asked her, “If I want to play two games at their casino, who
should I go to?”

Claudia asked embarrassedly, “Mr. Wade…Aren’t you kidding me…”

charlie smiled and said, “Of course not.”

Claudia thought that charlie was playing against the opponent’s casino, and said
seriously: “Casino is one of their main sources of income, there are many people
guarding it, and they are all armed with guns to prevent the black from eating
the black. Don’t take any chances there…”

charlie waved his hand: “I don’t mean anything else, I just want to play two games
and give them some money by the way.”

With that said, charlie couldn’t help sighing: “Canada is too far away, and it takes
time for me to deploy troops. If I can drag them out for a day, I can have more
time to prepare.”
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Claudia thought for a while and said, “If you really want to play two games, I can
find Guo Lei. He can’t wait to find more people to play two games at their
casino.”

charlie snapped his fingers and said with a smile, “Pretty! Wait for me, I’ll make a
call.”

After all, charlie turned around and walked out of the convenience store.

Lisa was holding a pancake and fruit at this time, standing at the door waiting
anxiously.

Seeing charlie coming out, she hurriedly stepped forward and asked with concern,
“Brother charlie, how is your chat with Claudia?”
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charlie smiled and said, “Almost there, what about the pancake fruit I want?”

Lisa raised her hand and handed the food bag to charlie: “Well, it’s done, brother
charlie, can you help Claudia?”

charlie nodded and said lightly: “Of course, is this trivial matter still a problem
for your brother charlie?”

Hearing this, Lisa became excited immediately, hugged charlie and said excitedly,
“That’s really great, brother charlie!”

charlie patted her on the back and said with a smile, “You go inside first, I’ll make
a call.”

“Okay!” Lisa nodded and hurriedly returned to the convenience store happily.

charlie took out the pancake fruit from the bag and took a bite, then took out his
mobile phone and called Abbas.

As soon as the call was made, Abbas over there immediately said: “Mr. Wade, the
20 female soldiers sent to the United States by my subordinates had already set
off three hours ago. The operation team has left for Canada and is expected to
arrive in ten hours in case you need someone useful in Canada.”

charlie couldn’t help but praised: “Abbas, I didn’t expect you to be so
meticulous.”

Abbas hurriedly said: “Mr. Wade, this is what your subordinates should do.”

charlie smiled slightly and said, “Wanlong Temple is now building a base, so there
should be a shortage of manpower, right?”

Abbas said: “To tell you the truth, Mr. Wade, to build a permanent base from the
ground up, the overall workload is very large, and the soldiers need to be trained
in addition to their daily tasks and vacations, so I can’t mobilize too many soldiers.
There is a real shortage of manpower to participate in construction projects.”

charlie then said: “Just right, I just found seven or eight hundred high-quality
laborers here in Canada. I plan to find an opportunity to cook them a pot and
send them to you!”
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Hearing charlie’s words, Abbas hurriedly asked, “mr. wade, what kind of
organization are you trying to attack?”

“Yes.” charlie didn’t hide it, and said lightly: “There is a small group that hurts the
world, I want to shovel them down to the root, but it is not suitable to kill them



all, why don’t I send you there to be a free laborer, there are thousands The
Dragon Palace is guarded by tens of thousands of soldiers, and they will
definitely not want to run away in this life.”

Abbas immediately said, “Mr. wade, do you need the cooperation of your
subordinates?”

charlie thought for a while and said, “Yes, you need to arrange another group of
soldiers to come. It’s better to have more people, about 200 people. After thirty
hours, that is, before tomorrow night, just go to Vancouver.”

Abbas said: “No problem, Mr. wade, thirty hours is enough, I’ll arrange the
manpower and let them set off as soon as possible.”

“Okay.” charlie said with satisfaction: “That’s it, I will communicate with you if
necessary.”

After that, charlie hung up Abbas’s phone, and then called Ziva Hank, who was far
away in China.

At this time, just in the morning of China time, Ziva Hank received a call from
charlie, and immediately asked respectfully, “Mr. wade, you called me so early?
Do you have any orders?”

charlie went straight to the point and said: “Ziva, help me to see if there is a
suitable freighter in Vancouver port, the price should not be too expensive,
about 10 to 20 million US dollars, it is best to trade at any time, you can help me
find it as soon as possible. One, buy it directly under my name!”
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Although Ziva Hank didn’t know why, he agreed immediately and said, “Don’t
worry, Mr. wade, I’ll arrange it now. Second-hand boats are easy to find, and you
should be able to find a suitable one soon.”

“Okay.” charlie said: “Tell me in time if there is any progress.”

After all, he hung up the phone and walked back to the convenience store with a
smile on his face.

At this time, Lisa didn’t know what charlie and Claudia had talked about just now,
and she didn’t know that she was actually in danger, so she was still immersed in
the excitement of charlie’s willingness to avenge Claudia .

Lisa knew very well that with charlie’s strength and background, it would be no
problem to deal with such a small Italian group.

It was just that Claudia was somewhat worried.

What she was most afraid of was that charlie had to be a hero. If things got out of
control, he would not only harm himself, but also Lisa.
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Therefore, she still wanted to find an opportunity to persuade charlie again, and
let charlie take Lisa out of Canada as soon as possible.

But what she didn’t expect was that charlie’s first sentence when he came in was
to say to her directly: “Claudia, you call that Guo Lei and say that my hands are
itchy and I want to play two games, so let him Pick me up at Mrs. Lewis’s house at
nine o’clock tonight.”

Claudia asked in shock: “Nine o’clock in the evening? What about Miss Lisa?”

charlie smiled and said, “Of course she went with me.”

Lisa was perplexed, and asked inexplicably, “Brother charlie, what are you going
to play? Why are you looking for that Guo Lei?”

charlie smiled and said, “Aren’t they running casinos? I want to play two games in
the past, and I’ll be idle if I’m idle.”

Lisa asked suspiciously, “Brother charlie, when did you get hooked on gambling?”

“No.” charlie said with a smile: “I don’t want to check their realities! You will
come with me when the time comes.”

Lisa suddenly realized, nodded quickly and said, “Okay! Then I’ll go with you!”

Claudia was very nervous. She didn’t expect that charlie would not only go to the
casino managed by Guo Lei to gamble, but even bring Lisa with her. Isn’t that the
same as sheep entering the tiger’s mouth?

charlie also knew what she was worried about, so he said with a smile: “Claudia, I
go to their casino to gamble, and come back here alone with the same intention.
Sometimes, the most dangerous place is the most dangerous place. Safety.”

Claudia suddenly realized.

So she didn’t hesitate any more, nodded and said, “Then I’ll give him a call…”

…

At this moment.
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The ground floor of an Italian restaurant on George Street.



Guo Lei was sitting in front of the large table, personally supervising several of
his subordinates to count money with two money detectors.

Their group pays their subordinates once a week, and this evening is the day of
the pay.

Most of the members who are active in this group are the kind of people who are
drunk at the moment and don’t keep cash until tomorrow. After getting the
money, they immediately squander it, and then wait for the next paycheck.

The scale of the entire group of more than 700 people, on average, the weekly
per capita weekly salary is not less than one thousand Canadian dollars, so the
weekly salary cost is as high as nearly one million Canadian dollars.

Seeing the piles of cash being packed into small envelopes, he couldn’t help but
get a big headache, and muttered to himself, “How the hell are you under the
700-odd number, this **** is more than 700 pieces of paper, etc. With a
meat-eating mouth…”

After that, he asked one of them, “Hey, Pete, how much money will Rich and I
have this week?”

The other party glanced at the numbers on the form and said, “Mr. Guo, the
money in the hands of you and Mr. Rich is a total of 110,000 Canadian dollars.”

“Only 110,000…” Guo Lei was a little disappointed when he heard this number.
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Although he is currently the second-in-command of the group, the new boss gives
him only 10% of the share.

After all, he is not Italian, and he was born as a driver. By making plans to kill the
Claudia family, he can be considered a nomination certificate, and he can get 10%
of the share. In fact, it is already a step to the sky.

In the past, the net profit left to him and the boss every week was at least
200,000 to 300,000 Canadian dollars. He could get 20,000 to 30,000 yuan, which
was considered a lot of wealth, but he didn’t expect that it would drop this week.
so smart.

So, he asked in surprise: “Why are there so few this week?”

The other party hurriedly said: “The business of the casino has been getting
worse and worse recently, and the income has been dropping sharply. The girls
who were sold before have not been sold at a good price. High-end customers
only need clean girls who have not been recruited. Only such girls can The
opportunity sold at a high price, and the batch we sent was immediately wiped
out by the auction.”

Guo Lei couldn’t help thinking of Lisa.
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In his eyes, there are only two high-quality girls around, one is Lisa, and the other
is his distant cousin Claudia.

It’s a pity that Claudia’s face was too scary to burn, so Lisa is the only real
high-quality girl.

Originally, he wanted to be boyfriend and girlfriend with Lisa, but Lisa really
didn’t buy his account, and he gradually lost patience.

So, he said to the man in a cold voice: “There is a good thing tonight. If you get
her over, it will definitely be selected for the auction, and maybe it will sell for
millions of dollars!”

“That’s great.” The man said excitedly: “Only if we continue to provide
high-quality supply, the auction will take notice of us, otherwise, we will be
slowly pulled into the blacklist by the auction.”

Guo Lei nodded, gritted his teeth like he was talking to himself: “It seems that I
have to rely on Lisa to turn around…”

After that, he asked again, “What’s going on at the casino recently?”

The other party replied: “During this time, many big customers and old customers
have transferred to the venues opened by Huabang. It is said that the service of
Huabang is better. They not only renovated the venues, but also bought a few
Maybachs. As long as customers go, they will be picked up by a Maybach car, and
they will eat and drink after playing for a long time;”

“Moreover, they found a few young girls from Eastern Europe from Fengqing
Street to accompany the big customers. If the customer loses all, they will give
back some rake for free to make the customer turn around, and the loan is also
more flexible. There is a certain authority, and you can give the guests chips on
the spot…”

Having said that, the other party looked at Guo Lei and said, “Mr. Guo, big
customers are now pursuing experience, it doesn’t matter if you lose money, the
key is to be happy when you lose. Compared with the Huabang, our place is still
too much. It’s old, it has to keep pace with the times…Otherwise, if it goes on
like this, the guests will all run away…”
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